WEBSITE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Visitor’s Agreement to the Website Terms and Conditions
If you do not agree to our website terms and conditions then you should not use our website!

2. Website’s Ownership
Strategic Social Profiles (SSP) owns the URL – www.strategicsocialprofiles.com.au. Copyright remains the sole property of
Strategic Social Profiles.

3. Relevant Policies
Please refer to our Privacy Policy and how we use your information.

4. Our Policy regarding Cookies
Strategic Social Profile’s do not use cookies to market or track your online activities.

5. Liability
Strategic Social Profiles will not be held responsible or liable if you suffer loss as a result of using or relying on any information on
our website. As a visitor, use of our website is at your own risk.

6. Third Party Material
All third-party material that is not owned by Strategic Social Profiles is appropriately acknowledged when used. As a visitor to our
website, you are not permitted to reproduce any such material without the consent of the owner of that material. If our website
contains links to other websites which are not controlled by Strategic Social Profiles, these are provided for convenience only.
They do not constitute a recommendation or endorsement and as a visitor to our website you acknowledge that these are used at
your own risk.

7. Use of the Website
Visitors to this website must use our website for lawful purposes. Failure to do so could give rise to an offence or claim being made
against you.

8. Ability to Amend the Terms and Conditions
Content of this website, including our terms and conditions, may change without notice and you acknowledge that continued use of
our website will be deemed acceptance of those changes.

9. Our Refund Policy
Strategic Social Profiles will endeavour to address and rectify the concern and if a suitable outcome isn’t reached a full refund will
be provided. Notification should be received in writing, including a full description of the concern, within 7 business days upon
completion of your Profile/s.
If after 60 days of initial engagement, you as the client do not commence the service and despite Strategic Social Profiles making
reasonable efforts, Strategic Social Profiles reserves the right to cancel the engagement and you forfeit 100% of any monies paid.

10. Our Website Hosting Platform & Your Security
SSP use Weebly for hosting our website. Weebly operates geographically redundant data centres and are PCI Saq C compliant.
Monthly, 3rd party security scans are performed against the entire network. Additionally, Weebly has near-real time replication of
user data between their Primary and DR data centres. Weebly also has full control over the entire network, including switching,
routing (AS27647), IP space, etc. Weebly has extensive in-house DDoS mitigation capabilities (as well as external mitigation
options).

